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Web Poll Results
Why are you in college?
Actually, I'm here for knowledge—38 percent
Just to make myself upwardly
mobile—26 percent
Because my parents told me
to—6 percent
It's better than the
alternative—26 percent
Undecided—3 percent
NEW HOURS' NEW HOURS!
100% natural . , ,
both & body care.
,
' prod<- cts

Wildfloiuer Bath &
Spa Products
1195 N. Fairfield Rd.
Beauercreeb
(937) 431-8217

Saturday
11:107:01)

u'u'u'.u'ildflou'erbathandspa.com

A L L S T U D E N T S FALL E X P A N S I O N
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist.
CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 436-3580
Visit www.workforstudents.com

FedE
x.
Ground
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader
PART-TIME PACKAGE H A N D L E R S
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Musi be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, and sort packages
I • PorMime, Sday week
• $8 5 0 9 00/hr to start, scheduled 'aises

Oualilied Candidates apply in person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights. OH 45424
Womon and Mmonhes are encouraged to apply
EOE/AA
Fedex.com.'us'careors

Adam Klawon, center, awais agressively for the one-timer assit from his teamate,
Kevin McClure.

Campus Crime
Arrests
Jan. 3: Police cam upon a
disabled vehicle and arrested
Jason Key who had a warrant
for his arrest.
Jan. 4: Keith Henry, 20 was
taken into custody and trans
ported to the Fairborn municipal jail for driv ing under the
influence.
Criminal Mischief

Jan. 5: Criminal mischief
was reported in reference to
an attempted motor vehicle
theft of an AMS vehicle.
I arceny/Theft
Jan. 2: A wallet was reported stolen from the second
floor of the Student Union.
Jan. 6: A man was charged
with un authorized Use of a
vehicle from Laurel Hall in

the Woods.
Public Peace Offenses
Jan. 1: Citations for disorderly conduct underage possession/consumption and
criminal trespass warnings
were issued due to an altercation outside College Park.

News Bits
Series presented a program
WSU funding down, but
about reducing elevated choawards up
lesterol levels. The program
The statistics for WSU's
entitled "Living with High
external funding for the fisCholesterol the Painless Way
cal y ear 2002 has been
in Your Own Comfort-Zone announced. External funding
was a reported S-l 1 million, is Some Suggestions on Tricks
of the Trade," was presented
down from S48 million the
by Karen Kirkham M.D.,
previous year. However, the
total awards has increased by assistant professor of medicine, WSU SOM, internist unimore than ten percent, up to
versity medicine and pedi5!57. Since the June 2002
atrics. The program hopes to
Board of Trustees meeting,
help those who are at an
WSU faculty and staff have
received nearly SI7 million in increased risk for heart
attack and stroke.
grant and contract support.
WSU competed in the Ohio
WSU to host seminar on
Board of Regents' 2001 Hayes
Investment Fund Competition small business success
strategies
resulting in two lead-instituWSU's Raj Soin College of
tion awards to faculty in the
College of Science and Mathe- Business, local rotary clubs
and the Chambers of Commatics.
merce in Beavercreek, Bellbrook-Sugarcreek, Dayton,
Lecture targets those at
Fairborn and Xenia are comrisk from elevated cholesbining efforts to present a
terol
seminar entitled "Your BusiWSU's Pharmacy Lecture

ness Success in a Big Business Environment." Local
business leaders and WSU
faculty will preside over the
presentations that will offer
strategics to improve small
business through Internet
usage, recruiting and retaining talent, effective marketing, strategic planning and
government contracting.
Reimbursement rates
changed
The IRS rate of reimbursement has been changed for
WSU faculty and staff effective for travel occurring on or
after Jan. 1, 2003. The new
rate of 36.04 cents per mile
is a decrease from the previous 36.54 rate. More information on changes in travel
policies can be obtained at
ht t p://www. wright.edu/vNTigh
tway.
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News
Student Government to implement bookswap
The program may be up
and running in time ior
spring quarter registration

r

The service was
developed by an oncampus organization named the
World Wide
Web/Internet Interest Group. WIG was
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer willing to lisccnse
the software to WSU
free of charge folWSU's Student Governlowing
the complement has moved into the
tion of the updated
final stages of implementing
version of the softa new website-based bookware.
swapping program for students.
According to
Hayes, SG is expectAccording to David Green,
ing the
senator of Raj Soin
ve bought books update
College of Business,
for $70 to $80,
to be
SG hopes the WSU
to only get $ 6
compietbookswap will be
back.
edand
up and running bySpring Quarter reg.
hopes to
• K a t i e Bristol,
have the
istration.
Education major new
Once online, the
ware
bookswap would
______
within
allow students to either sell
the next couple
their books by posting them
weeks.
on the website or browse the
While using the
other books that have been
bookswap program
posted by their fellow students.
students would register and enter into
The bookswap program is
Many stududents sell their texbooks on
based on a similar ty pe of
an end user agreement, which is cursystem used by the Universiswap services will end with
ty of Arkansas. SG's Director rently in development.
the e-mail, it is up to the stuof Web Communications,
Once registered, the student
dents to arrange the
is able to log in to the proMatt Hayes, began a dialogue
exchange of either books or
gram to post textbooks that
between the two universities
money for books.
they make available for sell
in mid 2002. "I was looking
"The bookswap program
for ideas on which to model
or trade. If there is interest in will be used only to facilitate
a book the student will
the site that we wanted to
students finding books from
receive an e-mail from the
create for WSU," said Hayes.
other students; we will not
interested party. The bookhandle
or route payment in
^
w
—^
"
"•

E-bay or Half.com
any way," said Hayes.
With technical support provided by Computing and
Telecom Services (CATS), SG,
specifically the director of
Web Communications and
the Communications/Technology committee, will be
held responsible for maintenance,
»«M«»vv, U
alterations
H V i Q U U i n and
( U I U addic i u u r

tions to the program once it
is up and running.
"I've bought books for S70
to S80, to only get S6 back."
said Katie Bristol an education major. "This program
sounds good for both parties,
those who are trying to sell
the books and those looking
I U buy
U U ) them."
tIll-Ill.
to

Student Government pushes for online teacher evaluations
Faculty concern is the main road block to bringing evaluations on-line
By Jake Stanley
Assistant News
Editor
Members of
Student Government have
been trying to
v. gain support
5 for putting
j teacher evaluat i o n s online.
% According to
3 SG, a website

they should take for class.
The idea originated from
previous SG administrations,
starting with former President Michael Jackson's staff.
Last year a sample online
evaluation survey was created and proposed to the faculty senate, but it was denied
Gaining support of the fac
ulty seems to be the major
factor preventing the online
evaluations from getting
approved. "They would be
afraid that one person's opin-

side service to do so. "I personally feel that hiring a professional service to do it
would be easier and more
reliable but others feel that
we could easily do it ourselves. It's still something
that we have to discuss," said
Westgerdes.
SG is examining whether
the use of a third party serv ice would violate any faculty
rights contained in the collective bargaining unit. The
Internet service thai SG is

pages or in printed publications.
According to SG officials
surveys were done last year
with an "overwhelmingly positive" response from students
who feel that having more
information about faculty
members would be very helpful.
"I think the biggest advantage of these evaluations is
t! ;it students are able to find
out different professors

Jessk a Westgerdes. SG direc-

Jessica Westgerdes

surrounding the proposal is
whether or not SG would
host the site or hire an out-

I
i
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SG One Step Closer to New Constitution
New

constitu-

t i o n e x p e c t e d to
reduce amount
of a m b i g u t y

in

order to govern
more effectively
Ty Swonger

Staff Writer

Student Government voted
on a resolution to effectively
nullify the current constitution and consequently
approved a second resolution
to adopt a proposed constitution during the last meeting.
The resolution, which
called for the nullification of

the current constitution, was
voted in by an overhelming
majority. The resolution was
introduced by SG President,
Chris Myers, Senator o f , :|
Soin College of Business,
David Green and Senator of
College of Engineering and
Computer Science, Cayti Zelnio.
The resolution to nullify
was followed by a resolution
that orginally called for the
adpotion of a new constitution but was amended to
state the constitution in consideration for adopotion be
used only as a proposed constitution until all ncccessary
changes had been made.
With the passage of this
resolution another one was
purposed to replace the previous resolution in stating

that S(i should adopt a new
constitution. However, SG
was not able to completely
make all of the required
amendments to enact the
new constitution in the time
alloted for the meeting. As of
now SG continues to govern
under the proposed c o n s t i f
tion.
The amendment disscussions were then motioned to
be closed until the next meet
ing of SG, which is set for Jan
23.
According to Senator Green
the old constitution had
become increasingly larger
and more combersoine leading to its ineffency. "We hope
it removes some of the ambiguity and frankly makes it
easier to run SG," said Green.
During the meeting, I'resi-

dent Chris
praised Green
along with the
Director of Academic Affairs. Jessica Westgerdes
and the Cheif
Justice, Chris
C'opits for there
time and effort
put into the revisions of the constitution.
"There have
been minor
amendments to
the constitution
and SG should
move to vote on
it within the next
couple of
weeks," said
Copits.
Chris Myers

Wright State Uuniversiiy class benefits community
Management 411 allows students
to get real world experience
while doinn charity work
Jessica Garrtnger
Volunteer Writer
Lisa Ritzier-Crawford, an
instructor for «he management department, has made
numerous efforts to give her
students hands-on experience
in the working world while
also allowing them to benefit
their community.
For the past four years,
Crawford has taught the

management 411 course at
WSU. In the course, students
"look at the theories of leadership and study them completely," said Crawford.
"Then they go beyond that
and do a community project
that enhances students' actual ability to take the concepts
from the theories they have
learned into practice and
then actually demonstrate
their abilities to be successful
in a challenging community
oriented project."
Each class is divided into
six groups. Within these
groups, students create a
community-based project and

develop goals and objectives
sands of dollars to train
that they plan to accomplish
these dogs and many of them
throughout the quarter.
end up being shot in the line
Along with the weekly
—of duty.
class work, students
*
This
"I'm just
work on achieving
group
incredibly
raist d
their project goals by
I proud of each
'
doing things such as
I management ,,nou R h
speaking with corpomoney
411 class, they nave
to
rations or planning
accomplished fantastic
Pro"
far
vide a
fundraisers.
things."
,fo r
vest
In previous quar- Lisa Ritzier-Crawford,
,
ters there have been a
Instructor for theseveral

dren. The group held
fundraisers and collected various items to put together a
total of 100 care packages.
The packages were delivered
to Day Break right before the
holiday season.
"In every quarter, it really
warms my heart to see what
they've done at the end of
the quarter," said Crawford.
"We've gotten so many wonderful letters of thank you at
the university from associations. I'm just incredibly
proud of each management
411 class, they have accomplished fantastic things."

I

wide array of projects management departmentdi)RS

fdeveloped
ievelonen h
h e sstu
tnbyv tthe
dents. For example, one
group used fundraisers to
buy support v ests for K-9
drug busts. It costs thou-

Who Will Be the Wri Slate University
Parent of
Year?

Last

quarter, a project was done
with Day Break, a Miami Y'alley shelter for runaways,
homeless and neglected chil-

www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
ENGINEER

Want to say thanks to those who raised you and now
support you in your quest for higher education?
Nominate them for the Wright State University
Parent of the Year Award!
The process is simple, just fill our the form available in
the Student Life office and tell us in 500 words or less
why your loved ones deserve this prestigious honor.
A selection committee will screen essays and all
nominations will receive a certificate of recognition.
Award recipients will be honored during the
Parent's Weekend Brunch on
Sunday, February 2, 2003.
Nominations are due by 5:00 PM Friday, Jan. 24, 2003
i:ssa> s should be relumed to Tin* Office of Student l ife
\\03fc Student Union
Call Kiltie at " 4 2 with Questions

WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY
TO PREDICT THE FUTURE:
H I R E YOU TO I N V E N T IT.
Cytwrsjsace

controls

and

laur

detense s y s t e m s c a m e K no surpfx&e
to t h e U.S. Air f o r c e . In tact, they
c a m e oM o u r

d'avmrwj b o a r d s

No

w o m k r *vc r e a l w a y s U j f c - r w j t o h i r e
the

bet!

and

leverage your

t>riQhte»t.

Vou

cai»

d e g r e e tmrr»cdia?ely

a n d qet h a n d s - o n e x p e r i e n c e w i t h

CI. S

AIR

F O R C E
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College of Buisness selects
Executive in Residence

New position is expected
to create and reinforce
ties with local buisnesses
Valerie Lough

Staff w r i t e r

The Raj Soin college of
Business has appointed
David Gasper lo a newly creaied, non-permanent position
to teach and reinforce ties
with the local business community.
Gasper will serve as Executive in Residence and to
instruct graduate students,
meet with undergraduate student groups, and fulfill
speaking engagements.
"i wanted to strengthen our
relationship with the business community," said Berkwood Farmer, dean of the
COB. "Dave Gasper is such a
visible person in this area."
Gasper is expected to speak
at a Jan. 15 workshop sponsored in part by local rotary
clubs and the Chambers of
Commerce. He will also preside over an additional seminar scheduled for March.
Gasper graduated from
YVSU in 1978 and later founded Gasper Corporation, a
company that produces business software. This is also
the first time he will teach a
university course.
"Young people are creative

and full of ideas," said
Gasper. "1 have learned that I
don't have all the answers. I
expect to learn from the creative ways in which they see
the world."
According to Farmer, while
reinforcing ties between the
university and the business
community is not a new idea.
Gasper's experience and
familiarity with the community will help the COB faculty
achieve things that they otherwise cannot do as quickly
David Gasper
on their own.
Scott Williams, an assistant
going to enable us to contact
professor for COB who had
businesses we wouldn't be
an internship at Gasper Corable to without him." said
poration, welcomes Gasper's
Farmer. "The business comappointment. "Few people, if
munity is getting to know my
any , know more about entrestudents, they're getting to
preneurship in the Day ton
know how good they are."
area than David," said
Gasper will also work with
Williams, "lie works very
Farmer to develop programs
hard to help local entreprethat will benefit COB graduneurs develop and take
ate and undergraduates as
advantage of opportunities."
part of WSU's TomorrowThe MBA program at COB
Takes Flight campaign.
has recently been modified
"It is time to give to the
with greater emphasis on
community ," said Gasper. "I
practical business learning.
can't give back to those who
Farmer expects that Gasper's
guided me, but I can give forexperience will bolster that
ward to the next generation
emphasis in the coming
of business executives. Sucmonths.
cess, in my definition, would
According to Farmer, as
be numerous students taking
Gasper works with students
their businesses to the next
and the business community,
level and/or multiple stumore opportunities will
dents starting Miami Valley
become av ailable for COB
businesses that create good
undergraduates. "Through
jobs and wealth for the
Dave Gasper's connections to region."
the business community , he's

IN HONORING D R . MARTIN LUTHER KING
JR., THE BLACK STUDENT U N I O N INVITES
YOU TO HELP CARRY ON HIS DREAM
When: Monday, January 20, 2003 in front of the Student Union.
Meet at 9:30 am. There will be a light breakfast provided.

UctliH-sd.u. |.in i

The Guardian

Place your
classified ad in the
Guardian today.
775-5537

K

j M a p l c View
Apartments

TIRi;i> O F

TIIK D O R M S ?

Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!
Starting at only $ 2 5 0 p e r roommate
for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

Act now to receive great move in specials!!
im\i- TiII< \u i.x AW GI?I t:xm\ >/'i:< IAI s.wisxt
937-878-3973
(18 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Wright State's ft 1 Choice!

VMID
TO HIT

What: Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. march
Why: To carry on the dream
Who: The Black Student Union
How: Transportation will be provided by Student Life

Kfl/ V M A G A

T»»» o f v t l M i t i ' f t M *

of t * «

Ur*«li
n b u y f j r u c**t ::! t
I wry.

Sign up in the Black Student Union
i J y iitir

For more .nformation contact
Joshua Mooya in the BSU at ext. 5506

'i• i i i / i ' i ut i

CALL FOR AN INTRODUCTORY CLASS:
MASTER BENNY MENG

(937) 236-6485

5715 BRANDT PIKE
DAYTON, OHIO 45424 U.S.A.
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First Annual North Communities Night Held
Event hosts
local political
and business
officials
Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
YVSl! hosted the first annual North Communities Nighi
Jan. 9 at tlx- Nutter Center in
an ef fort to give public officials and business leaders
exposure to the university.

"One of the reasons w c
have (the event) is to build
relationships," said Micki
Stamps of the Office nl Public M'fairs. "We hope these
people will come back,
__
whether it be lo the \ u t i e r
Center, lo lake a class or
send their kids and grandkids here."
More than 100 elected
off icials and Chamber of
Commerce members from
Springfield, linon, Yellow
Springs and other communities attended the gather- __
ing. President (ioldenberg
and basketball coach lid
Schilling addressed the
crowd during North Commu-

SHORT ON CASH?
New Donor Fees!

Regular Donors
E a r n U p To $228
a m o n t h by
donating potent i a l l y life s a v i n g
plasma!

Monthly Promotions/
Giveaways
Group Fund Raising
Available

Visit our friendly modern center and find out more about the
opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 days a week

r
|

Brinq this coupon *™1
ond rccoivo a
f

165 E. Helena Street
Dayton. OH
RTA Bus 22

ting
"In
In his remarks. Preside
(Ioldenberg outlined somi
statistics liav mg to do wit
the number of WSI! cmpli
ri-s lll.it li.nl 111 mi r.ii |i i i

"It was a great
success, I was so
pleased.
Everyone left
happy."
- Micki Stamps.
Office of Public
Affairs.
munity as well as the support
thai WSIi provides to each
city in the way of employ
men! of its citizens.

remarks, Schilling was on
hand lo talk with gnosis and
pose for photographs.
"lAeryone was ii( kled
pink," said Stamps. "Some of
them had never seen I he
.• "Ha belore."
.,'••• event began with a
gathering of area Chambers
ill < ommerce in I hi' Kerry
Ko< HI at the Sutler ("enter,
folh \ed by a buffet dinner
and welcoming remarks by
(ioldenberg and Schilling. The
guests ended the evening by
attending the WSI' basketball
game with the University of
Detroit.
Stamps described the

event as simple and casual,
she said that the university
hopes that the gatheri")' will
bring more interest tuniversity and ultimo
benefit the students o;
"You never know ivh' •
something like this will .
to a donation," said Stamp
"Our concern, as alway s, is
the benelit to the studentAnother North Communities N'ight is planned for I.-XI
y ear and will continue as aa
annual event.
"It was a great success, I
was so pleased. IXeryone left
happy ." Stamps said.

Blood Drive
January 16th
10am-3pm
Location: Atrium
Get a free t-shirtl!
Don't forget to bring your ID!

For more info call x5570

Part-time entry level and phlebotomy positions available

I

Wright State University medical students awarded
Fourth-year
medical
students fiom
WSU take first
place in poster
competition and
clinical vignette.
Ty Swonger

Staff Writer

Students from WSU
received top honors in separate categories at the American College of Physician and
the American Society of
Internal Medicine annual
meeting held in Columbus.
Rebecca Podurgiei, a
fourth-year medical student
100k first place at the ACPASIM annual meet with her
entry into the poster competition entitled, "AutoimmuneDisease and Endometriosis-

Share

chief of rheumatology , and a
KluiidaliiiK .1 Link." "1 was
medical student advisor.
thrilled to rcccivc the 1st
This year's group of stu
place award for the research
dents gave an amazing showposter competition." said
Podurgiei. "While I did not do ing during ihe competitions
the research with the thought and 1 am extremely proud of
their work."
of winning an award, it was
Other
icing on the
activities at
cake to
"While I did not do the
the medical
receive
research with the
challenge
recognition
thought of winning an
competition
for the
included a
work 1 did." award, it was icing on
medical forAnother
the cake to receive
m a t o f llu
fourth-year recognition for the work I
'
medical
student.
Barbara
Stone, also

placed first

at the meet-

'

"

" Rebecca

popular game
show, "Who
.
. , Wants to be a
Podurgiei,
Millionaire?"

fourth year medical student

258-9530

V?
i i

/
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WSU Medical students study

TOBY'S TAVERN
3601 Linden Ave. Dayton, Ohio 4S410 \

Live Musii Cvtrj Sat Night • $2 tovtr
Visit our website for more information
www.tobystavern.com
Bring this ad for free

admission Saturdays

Put a little Sunshine
in your Inbox.

w i t h a friend

•r. / L & S S T f f l *
Dayton's l a r g e s t t a n n i n g s a l o n
Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

\

From all

over the state

••internal mediing in the
cine resident physicians and
clinical vignette category
medical students came to
with her presentation entishowcase their abilities on
tled, "Pheochromocytomarelated Congestive Heart Fail- the mock game show.
Ike Onwere, M.D., from the
ure Presenting as Pseudoclass of 2001, now in his secInfiltrates."
"During the annual confer- ond year as an interna! medicine resident at Miami Valley
ence medical students have
Hospital, took first place.
the opportunity to particiMichael Davis a fourth-year
pate in a few competitive
medical student at WSU took
activities," said Timothy
Drehmer, M.D., assistant pro- second place in the medical
trivia competition.
fessor for internal medicine.

The Guapdian

t

HIGH: 84
LOW 62
MORE

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

rmft

299-1225
Receive Local Weather Updates via Email.

www.aplacetotan.com
WM*.

Not to mention Headline News. College Sports.
Campus Calendar, Daily Horoscope and more

Jan 19th - Feb 2nd
$1.50
No Coupon Needed
( 2 0 Min. sessions, Reg. beds.
Da /ton's
Largest Tanning Salon

Upgrades available)

(NT.

4

Register Today at
www.theguardianonline.com

?$tl.immm

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.
•(rrnrotuitix
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Opinions

Truth Be Told

No time for experts: Bush no smart
cookie in crisis with North Korea
Zev Chafets
New York Daily News
(KRT Campus)
Until a few weeks, ago I
didn't even know the name
of the capital of North Korea.
I want to say this right
upfront, so nobody takes me
for i.n expert. Because, when
it comes to North Korea, the
experts dearly don't know
what they're talking about.
In 1994, the experts in

the Clinton administration
made this deal: North Korea
shuts down its nuclear
weapons program in return
for U.S. help in building a
nuclear reactor for peaceful
purposes.
In October, the North
Koreans shocked the experts
by admitting they were still
secretly tryi..g to make
nuclear weapons. Next, they
kicked International Atomic

n@
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Energy Agency inspectors
out of their Yongbyon
nuclear facility. Within sL\
months, Yongbyon can probably produce six nukes.
The experts blamed this
development on President
Bush. He had driven the
North Koreans to desperate
measures by including them
in his axis of evil.
Then the experts found
out, because the North Koreans told them that they had
been cheating on the deal
since it was made, roughly
six years before Bush's election.
OK, said the experts,
what's done is done. What
matters now is the future.
They advocated immediate
negotiations to get North
Korea to agree to what it had
agreed to, following negotiations, in 1994.
Bush didn't get it. Why
should the U.S. pay twice lor
the same merchandise? And
what made anyone think the
North Koreans would honor
their word this time?
A great chorus «,f expert
denunciation greeted this
unsophisticated, Texas cowboy approach. The North
Koreans got themselves
caught out on a limb, said
the experts. Talks are the
ladder that will allow them
to climb down from the tree.
So Bush did what he
often does with expert advice

he tried it. OK, he said, to
the North Koreans, let's talk.
And North Korea said: No
thanks. Instead, it said it was
pulling out of the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty. No
nation in history has ever
done that.
This announcement came
Friday. On Saturday, North
Korea added that it will
begin testing long-range missiles-giving the experts just
24 hours before the Sunday
talk shows to concoct a new
formula for making reality
conform with theory. Doubtless it will call for a mixture
of diplomatic discussions
and American concessions.
Meanwhile, North Korea,
if it isn't stopped, will build
a loi of atomic bombs very
soon. It will sell these bombs
to Iraq, Iran, al-Qacda, the
Russian mafia, the Colombian drug cartel and anyone
else with a few million bucks
and a grudge. Why would
North Korea do that:'
Because it is broke and has
nothing else to sell; and
because, in Bush's words, it
is an evil regime.
So, what should America
do? Here are the choices: (1)
ignore the whole thing and
hope it goes away, (2) cut
another deal, knowing in
advance that it's worthless;
(3) disarm North Korea, in
line with the doctrine of preemption.

The thought of force
makes the experts shudder.
North Korea has a millionman army on the South Korean border. It has artillery
aimed at downtown Seoul.
There will be bloodshed. Economic disruption. Diplomatic
outrage. Unilateral militaryaction is unthinkable.
This ieads directly back
to options No. 1 and No. 2:
wishful thinking.
The alternative is very
straightforward. Give North
Korea an ultimatum to dismantle the reactor. If it
refuses, the United States
should do what Israel did in
Iraq in 1981—destroy the
enemy's nuclear reactor.
And, as the world's sole
superpower, the United
States can do two things
Israel couldn't: warn North
Korea that a military
response will bring about a
calamitous reaction, and second, inform the government
in "what's the name of the
capital again?" that it will
never be allowed to develop
nuclear weapons.
Of course I'm no expert.
But then again, thankfully,
neither is Bush.
This editorial appeared in
the New York Daily News and
was provided by Tribune
Media Services.

GET ON YOUR SOAPBOX!!
Got something to complain about or, hock, even PRAISE?!
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OR Orop a letter off at our office (W016 Student Union)
between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
Please include your name, contact info and # year at WSU
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WSU grounds,
rest of the story
interest the article from the
Nov. I ! edition entitled
"Lazy staff wastes student
money". A quick call to the
Grounds department would
have given you some valuable information. Here is, as
Paul Harvey puts it. "The rest
of the story."
Tile "lazy staff that Mr.
Hoban sees packed into the
non-air conditioned white
four-door WSI' truck are in
fact "clients" of Greene Inc.
This Greene county office
provides rehabilitation and
employment services to
capped adults living in
Greene County. WSI: and
Greene Inc. have collaborated
in this win-win relationship
since 1995.
WSII prov ides the vehicles and tools and Greene
Inc. provides clients and two
client supervisors with special training to supervise
these individuals.
These highly dedicated
individuals provide litter
removal services for "5 acres
of parking lots, outdoor athletic fields and related
events, Nutter Center events
and many acres of turf and
landscape beds.
They also provide a client
to empty all the trashcans
and ash urns on campus and
clean up the countless cigarette butts that are discarded
on the ground every day.
The University and Greene
Inc. provide a workplace for
these clients. In turn, each
of these individuals earns a
paycheck for the services

The Guardian
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he/she performs.
It gives them a sense of
pr .de and belonging, a valuable sense of self worth and
in main cases their only
chance for daily public interaction.
Many of these people
have to board a bus as early
as •>: <() or (>:00 in the mornins •<> come to WSI! and be
"lazy."
We do have several
clients on campus each day.
liach Greene Inc. client is
evaluated according to their
ability level, so yes -- it may
appear we are "featherbedding."
However, within the
parameters of the program,
this is not the case. The
vvsu agreement with Greene
Inc. also takes into account
the periods when there are
not as many students on
campus and adjusts their
work schedule accordingly.
Looks can be deceiving,
until you take the time to
learn all the facts. So, the
next time you see this truck
full of "lazy" people, why not
stop and thank them for
picking up the unsightly liter
and emptying all the smelly
trashcans and ash urns on
campus and making WSII a
more beautiful campus.
They are providing a valuable service that not many of
us would be willing to perfom.
Mike Coyle
Grounds Manager

W S U ' s nearest shuttle stop

Need Seme Extra Cash?
The Guardian reeds an Assistant Pr6fattier) Editor ASAP!
Must be a WSU student, have layout experience, knew hew te use QuarkXPress and pessess A leve fer
jeurn<a{ism.Tfois position is paid and will last through spring quarter. Fer mere information, contact Jessica Denfcam. Editor-in-Chief, at 7755534. Fill out an application and submit a resume to The Guardian office in W0I6 Student Union.
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New Schuster Center 25th Hour
theatrical focal point examines the
final day
Justin Ling
Staff Writer

The Schuster Performing Arts center in downtown Dayton will provide a breeding
ground for numerous new theatrical productions, among other performances.
Justin Ling
Staff Writer
The first ol March marks
the grand opening of the
Benjamin and f larian Schuster Performing Arts Center in
downtown Dayton, when the
new world-class facilities will
raise its curtain with a Gala
Celebration.
The Gala Celebration will
kick off on the opening night
with the Evening of Stars
performance, which promises to be a magnifk 'nt event,
unlike any other Dayton has
ever seen. The celebration
was underwritten by a grant
from the Miriam Rosenthal
Memorial Trust Fund to the
Arts Center Foundation. It
was the largest grant ever
awarded in its 37 year history.
The series of events will
celebrate the arts and the
completion of the facility
with top-notch theatrical and
orchestral performances,
stretching from the beginning of March through July.
The Gala Celebration will
draw some of the best local,
national and international
talent to Dayton for a memo
rable event in Dayton's history.
The Gala Celebration will
bring theatrical favorites like

BLAST!, America's Robin
Mood, Aida and Phantom of
the Opera. There will be
numerous concerts performed by the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra throughout the 6-month celebration.
The remarkable Schuster
Center will serve as the newhome of the Dayton Opera
and the Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra. The facilities will
also be used for Broadway
hits and local entities, such
as the Dayton Ballet.
The focal point of the
Schuster Performing Arts
Center is the state of the art,
2,300-seat Mead Theatre.
There is also the smaller
Mathile Theatre in the nearby
for more intimate perform
antes, and can run events
concurrent to those of the
larger theatre.
The new structure will
surely serve as downtown's
new architectural focal point
and premier gathering place.
The main spectacle of the
center is the glass-enclosed
Wintergarden. The enormous
atrium is complete with 35foot Washingtonian palm
trees and boasts accommodations for more than 1,000
people. It is now open for
reservations for private and
corporate events.
In contingence with the

Wintergarden. the Schuster
Center will also host a casual
restaurant called Cililites,
pronounced "city lights."
There will be seating for 64
in the restaurant, eight at the
bar and 76 in the Wintergarden. Its contemporary design
compliments the modern
style of the rest of the Schuster Center's atrium. Citilites
will be open for lunch, dinner and special brunches on
Sundays.
In addition to the worldclass theatre complex, the
Benjamin and Marian Schuster Performing Arts Center
also offers luxury condominiums and offices space in
the adjacent 17-floor tower.
The first eight floors contain
50,000 sq. ft. of office space.
The floors 9 through 17 are
condominiums, with 16-17
being luxury penthouses.
The Schuster Center is
located on the corner of Second and Main Streets. Its
completion represents the
cornerstone of downtown
Dayton's renaissance and
revitalization.
Finally, after five years of
concepts, SI21 million in
funding and 3 years of construction, Dayton will have
its majestic architectural
downtown centerpiece for
generations to come.

Your best friend has 24
hours left before he leaves
for prison. You may or may
not ever see him again. What
do you say to him? What do
you do? Do you talk about
it? Mow- do you act?
Time is running out for
Monty Brogan, played byAcademy Award nominee
Edward Norton, before he
has to leave to serve seven
years behind bars after being
convicted for dealing drugs.
25th Hour, director Spike
Lee's newest film, is a compelling, well-scripted story
that follows this convicted
man around for his final day
as a free man.
The life as a kingpin of
New York City, to which
Monty has become accustomed, is quickly disapating,
and he has to re-examin<' his
lite and the importance of
those closest to him. In this
last day on the outside,
Monty tries to reconnect with
his father, his girlfriend
Naturelle and his two closest
friends from his days at
school, Jacob and Slaughtery.
The events that transpire
rotate about the three buddies and the paths in life
they chose. It illustrates a
familiar friendship situation
where suppressed resentments suddenly come to
light under particularly trying circumstances.
Their past ideology of
relationship is rocked by turbulent realizations, as they
try to overcome recent contempts on this last day.
Spike Lee tells Author
David Benioffs story, from
his 2001 novel and screenplay. vividly and with mastery of character development as well as magnificent
cinematography. Lee has a
way of emotionally charging
his scenes by affective camera work alone, and exemplifies this talent throughout
the movie.
The story takes place
entirely in a post Sept. 11
New York City The opening
credit scenes show a recently

dismantled New York skyline
over and over as if symbolizing the disruption in Monty's
life. In the film, the reoccurring theme of the real life
terrorist attacks helps to
embody the mood of a
tragedy stricken New York
population, but does the
back yard Slaughtery's high
rise apartment have to just
happen to be ground zero?
And does Monty's father
have to be a retired fireman?
Lee should have kept the
sympathy gig to a minimum,
but wallows his work in it
over and over with American
flags and the irony of hateful
diatribes.
Also thrown into these 24
hours was his girlfriend,
Naturelle who might or
might not have been the one
who tipped off the cops. It
was disappointing, however,
how unemotional and abrupt
their goodbyes were, espe
cially considering her signifigence in Monty's life.
Monty is finally able to
take a step back and see his
life from an objective point
of view. He sees how he has
wasted the only real friends
he had.
He sees how his emptylife of dealing has destroyed
the lives of the people whose
addict'ons his occupation
feeds. More importantly, he
sees his own life in whole,
the one life that he threw
away.
This seemingly unsympathetic character struggles
desperately to redeem himself to all those who are
close to him is those last
hours.
Does he succeed? A fluster of options run through
his head, but maybe all of
this has made him a better,
stronger person.
25th Hour is a powerful
story and radiant film. It will
affect its audience more
strongly than almost all
movies of the past year. T'lis
film is definitely worth the
time.
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MTV Yoga

www.theguardianonIine.com
Jon Burns

Staff Writer

HEAVY DUTY
BATTERY

T\

FLU SHOTS FOR
ONLY $10!
JUST WALK RIGHT IN.
NO APPT. NECESSARY.

dominant form of exorcise in
Western culture. We vie lor
weights, sweat and agony. No
pain, no Rain, rightWell, for
those of you opting for a
more peaceful, spiritual form
of self-improvement, MTV
and Paramount Pictures have
put together MTV Yoga, now
available on DVD and VHS.
MTV Yoga is the first ever
workout video released
under the MTV logo. Alterna
tiveh to traditional forms of
yoga, this exercise program

dub Man Ka\
"ght
bv leading cet
instructor, Krisi. <
Mcl.iee has also
on
IIISO's "Sex in the *.
ind
other .ABC daytime sti> s.
The workout also 1* atures
the newest electre.iic music
created b\ the poj ular Deejay BT.
I he workout "urges participants to increase their
energy and concentration,
alleviate stress and get into
shape." The workout is "a
fast-paced, fifty-three minute
workout inspired by the
vinyasa style of yoga." The
program begins with breathing exercises, and then "goes
into warm-up and stretching
movements, then ultimate!}
demonstrates more strenuous positions, creating an allinclusive flixibilty and cardio-workout."
To learn more about MTV
Yoga, visit wvvvv.paramoutit.
com/homevideo or checkout
MTV's website.

Student Health Services, in collaboration with Wright
State University Pharmacy and Wyeth-Ayerst Pharraacueticals are able to provide birth control pills at a
cost to students of $7.00 per mdhth. Student Health
Services is able to perform your annual Pap smear,
STD testing, and emergency contraception. Please
call and make an appointment to see the Nurse Practitioner at
775-2552. •

Meningitis Center

- Meningococcal disease can be devistating
Incoming college freshmen are at increased risk
- Vaccination can reduce risk

www.wright.edu/students/he.alth/
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GZA's genius o n Legend
of the Liquid Swore
K
bri.
'. with
"Knock, nock
who .s banging at
my Joor/ is it
abs'raci, cornmet ial or hardcore " Listening
to Legend, we get
a taste of all
three flavors.
And check out
"Animal Planet,"
where he equates
human life in the
city to animals in
the jungle.
However,
don't offend GZA
by calling this
record a comeback. It's not.
According to
MCA Records, it
is a "return of an
5entirely revoluf5" tionary thought
"O process."
; j^l o
GZA says
o that, "when we
did 'Back in the
Game," I did a verse about
gambling. I didn't want to be
'back in the game,' or 'back
on the block,' that's typical. I
made it all metaphorical."
Check out Legend of the
liquid Sword, out now on
MCA records. You'll get a
taste of the flavors I'm talking about.
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Electric Circus
lacks spark, has
soul

Justin Ling

Staff Writer
I've got to give rapper
Common props on his latest
record. Electric Circus. With
this follow up to his critically
acclaimed Like Water For
Chocolate and hit single "The
Light," he digs deep into the
infinite possibilities of the
true Iiip-hop spirit.
Many recording artists
will set out to change the
image of a genre with a
deviant album and fail miserably. And still many others
will tack on all-star feature
appearances to boost the
disc's attention, leaching
sales. On his fifth album.
Common magnificently
experiments with hip-hop as
puddy in his hands, but
doesn't attempt to redefine
anything. And while this
album boasts big name
guests like Erykah Badu,
Laetitia Sadier, Prince, Mary
J. Blige, Jill Scott and Cee-Lo,
their presence is subtly
enhancing.
Electric Circus rev olves
around a songwriter's new

sense of freedom and selfexpression. It brings together
fresh R&B sounds, typical
hop-hop beats, psychedelic
soul and classic rock squeal
mounting for an eclectic
flock of remarkable songs.
Common builds the foundation of the disc with solid
songs like "The Hustle" and
more experimentally, "New
Wave." Then there is the
unlikely and strangely
intriguing number, "Jimi Was
a Rock Star," wherein Common gracefully steps from
his comfort zone and sings
for the very first time on an
album in a duet with soul
superstar Erykah Badu. It's
pretty obvious why we
haven't heard the rapper sing
before, but this song is strikingly artful and probably the
best track.
Electric Circus is a
mature adventure into a
world of songwriting where
hip-hop is whatever an artist
makes of it. Common
achieves a great amount of
freedom and peace for this
fifth and mosi personal
record to date.

Jon Burns
Staff Writer
Wu-Tang lyricist GZA,
known or liis vivid rhvme
schemes and metaphorical
underpinnings, is back with
his fourth studio album. Legend of the Liquid Sword,
released on Dec. 10. is the
long awaited follow up to his
199!) recording. Beneath the
Surface.
GZA, who has been proclaimed as "one of the most
intellectual and complex
emcees of all time," is sure
to amaze and astonish even
the most analytical listeners
with Legend.
Produced by Bink and
Arabian Knights, Legend also
showcases the work and
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
Www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardtenonline.com
www.theguardiaftonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com

words of other artists, such
as follow Wu-Tang brother
RZA, DJ Muggs, and producer Mathematics, who has
worked with 01' Dirty Bastard and Method Man.
Listen to I egend, and you
will get a taste of the lyrical
genius that brings GZA to
the forefront of his genre.
On the disc's debut single-
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Pipecircus blows the finikin' horns at Canal
Jon Burns
Staff Writer
Horns and beer and
juinpin around. Patrick Peterson and friends, forming the
band The Pipecircus, were
down at the Canal Street Tavern. in downtown Dayton
this past Saturday.
The six-piece, funk-jazz
fusion from the guys of Wisconsin wound up a full
house of fans from the offset, and didn't stop until the
final beat hit.
Opening up for nationally
acclaimed live act, Freekbnss,
The Pipecircus is in the
midst of a tour blazing them
through the midwest, with
an energy that is barely contamable on small venuestages.
Forming in 1997, The
Pipecircus is Patrick Peterson, vocals and guitar; Jason

Puane Petite, bass; fcrit
Hutchinson, drums; Mike
McGavin, percussion and
background vocals; Mike
"Satellite" Stocklin, alto and
tenor saxaphone; and
Michael McPherson, trumpet.
Listen to Pipecircus's new
album, "Soul Graffiti" and
you will notice elements of
funk, jazz, blues and reggae,
all built on a solid foundation of rock and roll. The
influence that they have
drawn from The Red Hot
Chili Peppers, Sublime, Lenny
Kravitz and Sly and The Family Stone, is prevelant on
many levels, but does not
eclipse the power of their
own sound.
The six-man setup prides
itself "on continually experimenting with its music and
sounds, especially during live
performances." And experient they do. Their live set

' for ofcniilHti«e only, l l all Ooyfoi o'ec locotio*i.

blazed through a play list
that changed with each »ong,
and employed more energy
than the last.
'Heaven's road." a track
off of "Sould Graffiti," even
won Peterson a finalist position ; mong thousands of
world-wide entries in I 999's
IJnisong International Song
Writing Competition. His
singing style has been compared to the late Brad Nowell
of Sublime.
Speaking with Peterson,
he carried a passion for his
music that was equaled only
by his passion for his fans.
To him and his bandmates,
the best part of a performance "is seeing the audience
memebers faces, seeing them
get completely into our
music, and just knowing that
they're having a good time."
Peterson went oil describing the response from tans
away from home as "an ego
booster."
"The audiences that we
have had away from home,"
he continues,"have been awesome. They have gotten into
not only our sound, but our
stage presence and energy. It
makes us feel great," he said.
And stage energy they do
have. It seemed as though
the compilation of every one's force and presence on
stage w as too much for a
small bar.
Peterson expressed his
desire for bigger venues, bigger stages and bigger audiences. Peterson loves the
audiences that Pipecircus has

Big S<mm A Saf*liH TV • Award-Winning Wing»
12 Signature Sauces • Hct Sports Action • Full Menu
Doily Happy Hour • Fr»« NTN Trivia
50< tegs on Wednesdays • Dine In ot Takeout!

A

BUFFALO WILD WINGS
GRILL A BAR

wwwJtuffalowildwings.com

Beavercreek

2776 Centre Drive • 937.431.8555

Springfield
42 N Fountain Avenue • 937.323.2999

Centerville
Troy
6210 WSmrngton Pike • 9378482999 2313 West Mam Street • 937.4409016
West Carrol (ton

2082 South Ale* Road • 937 847.2999
Huber Heights
7875 Wayne Town Bh/d •
9372377771

CC002 BuflaX) WM VWngs Inc

The Pipecircus
drawn, but hungers for
"more people, more fans and
more sound."
Opening for nationally
acclaimed Freekbass, Pipecircus stole the show. Mike
Stocklin and Michael McPherson bounced around with a
force that one doesn't usually experience watching horn
players. Using as much stageas possible, Stocklin and

McPherson commanded the
attention of the crowd.
"Soul Graffiti" is not the
first studio effort by The
Pipecircus. Three full length
albums are available from
the band, and all can be
found at www.pipe
circus.com. The Pipecircus's
intense energy, showmanship
and unique sound will surely
impress you.

eedYour Nee
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N o t i c e to W r i g h t State University Registered
Stdaent O r g a n i z a t i o n s
If your organization is interested in applying for an
annual budget for the 2003-2004 year, an officially
designated representative of your organization must
attend one of two information meetings to find out
more abour the application process and to obtain
the necessary application forms.
Student Organization Budget Committee
Funding info meeting:
Tuesday, January 28,2003 5-6 PM
-orWednesday, January 29,2003 2-3 PM
Questions, Concerns, Comments? Stop in or call
Carolyn Smith in the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs and Enrollment Services,
775-4000. 360 University Hall
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Sports

Wright State women on a roll
Trent Montgomery

Staff Writer

The Wright State women's
basketball team got things
going in the direction they
wanted this past week by
posting back to back wins.
With wins over the likes of
Detroit and Cleveland State
the lady Raiders were able to
pull their season record up to
4-10 overall and 2-2 in the
conference.
The first win of the week
came at Calihan Hall in
Detroit, on Thursday. The visiting Raiders went into half
trailing the Titans 35-28. But
the team didn't give up and
was able to gain some
momentum early in the second half to get up on the
Titans 48-45, with 13:25
remaining. Detroit however
managed to regain their composure and proceeded to go
on an 8-0 run which eventually gave them a 65-54 lead
with just under five minutes
of play remaining. Showing a
lot of toughness the Raiders
came out and scored the last
16 points of the game and
clawed back from there 11
point deficit to take home
the "W". Sophomore guard
Tiffany Webb led the Raiders
with an impressive 23 point
performance and sophomoreforward Angie Ott scored a
season high 18 points in the
winning effort. The win was a
huge moral boost for the
squad after coming off a
tough month of December.
The Raiders then tried to
carry that momentum into
their Saturday match up

Guard Tiffany Webb directs court traffic. The Raiders have won two-in-a-row.
against Cleveland State. Early
on both teams struggled
from the field and the
Raiders went into half shooting only 37 percent and
Cleveland shooting a mere 22
percent. Wright State led 27-

22 at the half. Another thing
that plagued the Raiders
early was some careless play
which resulted in 14 first half
turnovers. Despite the slowstart though the team looked
to come out and build on

Bills cashes in on game-winner
Matt Koehler

Junior guard Vernard Hollins defends a Detroit player driving to the basket.

their already five point lead
and that's exactly what they
did. In fact with 9:09 remaining the Raiders had built and
impressive 13 point lead, 5340. But Cleveland State wasn't done quite yet and they

went on a 10-0 run and .
tually pulled the score to
within one, 61-60, with 2A>..
remaining. So with CSU right
on their heals and little time
left, sophomore Jill Ransde'',
was able to hit one of two
from the line and on the
ensuing inbound pass the
Raiders intercepted and went
to the line and converted
both to seal the deal with 6.8
seconds remaining. So at the
m d it was the Raiders 68-64
over the CSU Vikings. Webb
again led all scorers with 21
and junior forward lesha
Gray posted 14 along with six
assists. The second win of
the week brought the Raiders
to .500 in conference play,
putting them behind UWGreen Bay (4-0) and Loyola
(4-1).
Another highlight for the
lady Raiders this past week
was that sophomore guard,
standout Tiffany Webb was
named the Wright State University Athlete of the Month
for December. The award was
announced on Jan. 9.
She was recognized for her
outstanding play throughout
the month of December, in
which she averaged a little
over 24 points a game, many
of which came against some
very high profile programs.
Up next for the Raiders
will be a road game on
Thursday night, against a
struggling Butler team who is
1 -2 in conference play so far.
After that the Raiders will
have a week off to prepare
for back to back home games
against, UW-Milwaukee and
UW-Green Bay.

Sports Editor

Dribble penetration and
kick out. It has been the
bread and butter of the
Wright State offense all season. Last Thursday night,
with the game tied at 64 and
13 seconds left in the game,
senior point guard Vernard
Hollins dribble penetrated
against an engulfing Detroit
defense and kicked the ball
out to a wide open Joe Bills
who nailed a game-winning
three pointer in front of a
rowdy Nutter Center crowd
of 5.104.
"We always practice it.

dribble and kick," Bills said.
Bills was undoubtedly the
hero of the game, but one
can not overlook the contributions of fellow Raider star
Seth Doliboa. After Bills'
clutch three, bringing Wright
State's lead to 67-64, it was
the 6-8 junior, Doliboa, who
staved off any possibility of a
Detroit three pointer that
would bring the game into
overtime. With four seconds
left to play, Doliboa rejected
a desparation three-point
attempt by Detroit's Elijah
Warren. And the possession
before Bills' game-winner it
was Doliboa who hit a fading
three to give the team a 6461 lead.
Dolibo \ the Horizon

League's leading scorer
amassed a career-high 29
points against the Titans,
along with nine rebounds. He
went 11 of 18 from the field,
including 4 of 7 from three
land.
Despite the late game
heroics of Bills and Doliboa,
things were not so glamorous
in the early going. Detroit
was having there way with
the Raiders in the first half.
Their quick guards were finding easy, dribble penetration
buckets, while their big guys
were exploiting Wright State's
interior defense woes. The
Raiders, through a late run at
the end of the half, sparked

See BILLS I Page 18
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A lost rivalry
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

V

The Men's swim team hit the this past weekend at Western Kentucky.

Underclassmen
lead swim t e a m
Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The Wright State swimming and diving squad found
themselves in shallow water
on Saturday, with both the
men's and women's teams
falling to Western Kentuck.
on the road. The women fell
138-97 and the men slid into
a 144-98 loss. Despite the
otherwise cloudy day, the
Raiders had several bright
spots.
"It was a good meet, we
just got back from Florida,
but it wasn't bad for just
starting. It will all come
together around conference
time and hopefully both our
team and the women's team
will win conference," said
senior Brett Duell.
Freshman Ryan Kellerman
swept the dives on the men's

* ,; ^

side for the Raiders. Duell
backed him up with a second
and third place, respectively
in the one and three meter
dives.
Sophomore Dejan Antolic
did his part by winning the
200 free in 1:45.07 and taking third in the 500 free.
Freshman Alex Dolgov won
the 200 IM in 1:54.85 to lead
the Raiders. Junior John
Mat/en and freshman Elvis
Cirikovic took second and
third, just four-one hundredths of a second apart
from each other to help the
green and gold effort.
Junior Christopher Robinson led all athletes in the
200 breast, finishing first in
2:09.
The women's team demonstrated their team depth in
the relays. Junior Katie Tippett, sophomore Milda
/.ilinskaite, senior Nicole
Stafford and junior Amanda
Solt compiled a time of
3:42.08 in winning the 400

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(9371 434-0293 Fax

free relay. Zilinskaite also
joined freshman Amy Cron,
sophomore Katie Hunter and
junior Jackie Dexter to win
the 400 medley relay.
Junior Julie Coghlan
cleaned up in the distance
swims, winning the 1,000
free in 10:35 and the 500
free in 5:13. Senior Heather
Weil was close behind, in
third place, for both of the
events as well.
Tippett had a good day in
taking home first in the 100
free and second in the 200
free. Tippett posted times of
54..51 and 1:58.83 respectively. Dexter won the 50 free
and pulled down a third in
the 200 fly.
Next up for the Raiders,
they will travel south to face
Miami this Friday at (> p.m.
"Hopefully everybody can
do their best," said Duell. "It
is always a close rivalry
between us and Miami and
this year we got a strong
enough team to beat them."

453 Miamisburg-Ccntervillc Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459
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BODY PIERC1NC
AND J E W E L R Y
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LICENSED

For those of you local students who remember, there
used to be an annual college
basketball exposition
between the <nly two NCAA
Division 1 r .u programs in
the Dayton area: IJD and
Wright State. This college
hoops rivalry became known
as Dayton's Gem City Jam
and has been missing since
1998.
Naturally this begs the
question. "Why hasn't there
been an annual showdown
between these two programs?"
Wright State men's basketball head coach Ed Shilling
and athletic director Bob
Cusack both adamantly push
for the revival of the event
every year, however it takes
two teams to make a game
and one side is not giving.
UD has failed to comply with
Wright State and bring back
this once great inner city
rivalry.
Now this makes little
sense to me. Here we hav e
two NCAA programs in the
same division and in the
same city. Under these circumstances, most all schools
across the nation make a
point to preserve these local
rivalries, take the UC/Xavier
annual Cross-town Shootout
for example. These rivalries
are good for the schools.
good for the fans, good for
the city, and most importantly good for college basketball.
"(The Gem City Jam)
would mean a lot for the
players and the community.
When it was stopped, those
kind of experiences were
lost," said WSU Athletics
Director Bob Cusack.
College basketball's Ratings Percentage Index (RPI) is
partly to blame. The RPI
rankings are college basketball's ranking system for
each of its 324 member
schools. Many statistics are
factored into this ranking
system including team and
opponent schedule strengths.
For rhis reason UD's conference, i he Atlantic 10 necessitates that UD schedule teams
with qualifying (higher) RPl's.
This makes sense to me,
but how can UD claim they
are looking for tougher nonconference opponents than
Wright State when they hav e
played a weaker N'AIA team
in the likes of Wittenberg and
a Delaware State club which
ranks lower in the RI'I's than

WSU? Perhaps there is something more of an explanation
here.
To add some thunder to
my argument. Dayton Daily
News writer Dave Lance
recently wrote a commentary
putting together a fictional
Dayton Area Dream Team.
Among members of the team
included WSU's own Seth
Doliboa and Vernard Hollins
along with UD's Brooks Hall.
Sean Finn, and Ramod Marshall.
Lance was astonished to
find several negative e-mails
from UD fans disgruntled
about Lance's picks for this
fictitious All-Dayton team.
An upset father of a
snubbed UD player from
Lance's "make believe" team
went as far as to call Lance a
"homer". Now let's do the
math here UD; three Flyers
were selected to the five man
team. Hey! That's a majority
of Flyers on the team,
where's the favoritism in
that?
The word arrogance comes
to mind describing this situation.
That's right arrogance, and
perhaps Lance put it best in
a recent article rebutting
against the disgruntled UD
fans saying, "Most of the negative e-mail I received—and
there was plenty -came from
UD fans, affronted that I dare
mention there precious Flyers in the same sentence with
Wright State. Give me a
break."
I contend that the name
"University of Dayton" gives
all UD faithfuls a haughty
sense of superiority, as if
they were the only NCAA
school in the Dayton area.
In fact many in the Dayton
area vision Wright State basketball as a back page fixture
of the DDN sports section.
And it's this kind of attitude that is partly to blame
for UD refraining from putting WSU on their next year's
schedule, disallowing this
inner city rivalry. And it's too
bad because I'm not so sure
that Wright State wouldn't
give UD a run for their
money in a game like this.
W hile UD has been playing
good basketball, knocking off
the likes of Marquette and
giv ing the Dukies a scare,
they have been vulnerable.
Wright State has gotten off to
a respectable start themselves. Couple these facts
and put these two teams in a
rivalry atmosphere and anything can happen.
More than anything else,
this inner city rivalry would
be great for the Dayton area.
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Raider Profile
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Vcrnard Hollins
Junior • Point guard • Basketball
Fort Wayne, IN • Northside
Birthday: I i-23-80
Favorite a. tor: Denzel Washington
Major/Minor: Health Physical Education/Religion
Favorite actress: Ashley Judd
Nickname: Nard
Favorite movie: Training Day
Why you chose WSU: coaching staff
Favorite TV show: Matlock
Favorite sport other than basketball: football
Favorite musician: Lil Wayne
Favorite athlete: Steve Francis
Favorite song: Lights Out
Favorite sports team: Portland Trailblazers
Favorite food: Chicken
Favorite drink: HiC fruit punch
Most memorable moment in your sport: beating
Favorite ice cream flavor: swirl
Kentucky in the Indiana All-Star game
Best book you've read: Rich clad poor dad
Most embarrassing moment in your sport: broken
Hobbies: football
string on my shorts the game against Miami
Part of your game that needs
Best part of your game: Play making
improvement: perimeter shot
Lifetime goals/dreams: Playing professional
Where do vou see yourself in ten vears: Owning my own business

Your Mom wanta
you t o r e a d
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The Student Organization Budget Committee (SOBC)
is appointed annually by the Vice President for Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services to hear operating budget proposals from WSU student
organi2ations for the upcoming academic year (2003-2004) and
determine funding amounts.
THREE AT-LARGE STUDENT POSITIONS ARE OPEN.
If you are interested m serving on the 2003 SOBC, please submit a statement of

PROMOTE TRIPS ON CAMPUS.
EARN CASH. GO FREE!!

interest and resume not to exceed one page in length to Carolyn Smith, in the
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, 360 University
Hall by 5KX) PM, Wednesday, January 22, 2003.

The meeting wttl.be held on January 28th and 29th in room E163B S.ll.
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Weekly Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball
Thursday vs.
Thursday at
Butler 7pm
Butler 7pm

Swimming &
Diving
Friday at
Miami 6pm

by llollins, found themselves
down only 33-32 at the end
of the half.
Wright State came out in
the second half with a resurgence. Senior forward
Thomas Hope knocked down
a three-pointer right out of
the Rates to get the Raiders
back on track. The team's
defense and interior play
improved in the second half
and the Raiders led by as
much as seven at one point.
Detroit would make a strong
run to narrow that margin
dowTi the stretch only to fall
short.
For the Raiders, the win
ended a fixe losing streak to
Detroit. It also gave the team
their much-needed first conference "W" after losing their
first conference contest at
Loyola.
"We were definitely in
need of a win after a tough
road game." Doliboa said.
Wright State took their
momentum on the road this
past weekend to Cleveland as
they squared off with a talented Cleveland State
Vikings team. Despite playing a close, tough-battled
game, the Raiders road woes
continued as they let the

f I+

Got something to complain about or. heck.
even PRAISE?! Then semi The Guardian a letter!!

A

C mail us at guardianoped@yahoo.com
Submit a letter online at www.theguardianorJine.com
Fax us at 7755535
OR Drop a letter off at our office !W016 Student Union) between 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday

iffi
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Please include your name, contact info and if year at WSU

:
>• Get
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School
,
News Without Getting Ink
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Saturday at
Fastern Michigan
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GET ON YOUR SOAPBOX!!
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www.theguardianonline.com

game slip away in the final
minutes, losing SS-12.
With a 52-51 lead late in
the game, the Raiders were
unable to score a point on
any of thvir last four possessions. This opened the door
for Cleveland State to win
I he game as Andre Willians
and Tahric Gosley each
knocked down a pair of free
throws.
Cleveland State's zone
defense put WSU's offense in
a sluggish mode and the
team was never able to sustain a rhythmn.
Some bright spots for the
Raiders were the play of junior forwards Braden Bushman and Trent Vaughn. Both
teammates put in quality'
minutes that were crucial to
the team's comeback effort.
Once again, It was Doliboa
and Hollins producing the
bulk of points for the team.
Doliboa finished with 21
points and 10 rebounds,
while Hollins collected 10
points. Hope also collected
seven rebounds.
The loss brings the team's
record to 7-6 overall and 1 -2
in conference play. The road
doesn't get much easier for
the Raiders as they host perrenial conference power Butler to the Nutter Center
Thursday night, with tip-off
set for 7 p.m.

Need Seme Extra Cash?

1

The Cuardian reeds an Assistant Production Editor
ASAP!

\

v

i d

Must be a W$U student, have laqeut experience,
knew hew te use QuarkXPress and possess a leve for
jGurrialisrri.Tfits position is paid and w«H last

ihr&jqh spring Quarter. For mere irtformatierv «5litatt !
Jessica Donham. Editor-in-Chief, at 775-5534. Fill but an
application and submit a resume te The Guardian office in i
W0I6 Student Unjen.
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Classifieds
Spring Break
SPRING BREAK is now
s p o n s o r e d by Student
Express! Vegas. #1 parties
with eclusive a p p e a r a n c e s
by DJ SKR1BB1.E and SHAGGY!! Reliable air and hotel.
Book NOW get $30 rebate
PLUS 2 for 1 MEAL PLANS.
Call 800-787-3787 or visit
www.studentexpress.com
for details. Starting at
$349!!!!
'WJ LAST
CHANCE TO GUARANTEE
PRICES TO .• iLL DESTINATIONS. REPS NEEDEDTRAVEL FREE, EARNSSS.
fit,
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
/ 800-838-8203
Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS Americas #1 Stud e n t Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Travel Free. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravd.com
SPRING BREAK!
B a h a m a s Party Cruise
$279
5 Days, I n c l u d e s 10 Free
Meals,
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
Incl. Port, D e p a r t u r e ,
Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel
.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best
Parties, Best Hotels, Best
Prices' Space is limited!
Hurry u p & Book Now!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlessummertours.com
SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH "THE SUMMIT" LUXURY CONDOS
NEXT TO LAVELA & SPINNAKER CLUBS OWNER
DISCOUNT RA I"ES
(404) 355-937

SPRING BREAK!
P a n a m a City Beach
Boardwalk Beach resc»rt
$ 1 9 9 I n c l u d e s 7 Nights
Hotel,
6 Free Parties
24 H o u r s Free Drinks!
C a n c u n & Jamaica!
From $ 4 5 9
www.springbreaktravel
.com
1-800-678-6386

Emptoymeiit
Bartender Trainees
N e e d e d . $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1 -800-293-3985 ext. 298
South Dayton Financial
Office seeks s t u d e n t s for
training position. Call
Grant at 439-9292.

$14.15 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with o t h e r s t u d e n t s . 10-40
h o u r s / w e e k around classe s / o t h e r job. C o - o p s /
OACM • ACAWLCO » VUMICA
WHWM » fUJKM
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, n o telemarketing, n o door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
PROMOTE TRIPS OH CAMPUS. positive attitude and good
people skills.
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!
www.workforstudcnts.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580

1.800.648.4849
www^tstraveUom

Aramncemant
SEEKING COLLEGE STUDENTS TO MENTOR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS!! A
non-profit youth services
organization in Dayton is
seeking dedicated college
s t u d e n t s to m e n t o r and
advise high school students. We require 2 h o u r s
per week; provide workstudy employment opportunities, cash stipends,
r e i m b u r s e m e n t of expenses, including mileage. The
Partnership for Youth, Inc.
Marvin A. Nephew at
(937)223-1770. Mnephpfy@daytonohio.net 368 S.
Patterson Blvd. Dayton,
OH 45402
Cash for CD's DVD's
Videos, Playstation,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box, and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
T i m e A r o u n d . 1133
Brown Street (near U.D.)
228-6399

Childcare w a n t e d to
w a t c h 4 yr. old s o n . Must
love c h i l d r e n . Would like
s o m e o n e to w o r k 5 t i m e s
a w e e k , b u t willing to
work within y o u r schedule. A p p r o x . n o o n - 5 p m .
D a y s c o u l d b e flexible f o r
the right p e r s o n . Call
P e n n y at 620-7973 o r
886-0805 f o r m o r e info.
1st TIME SALES
A local, well-known Ohio
Company is growing once
again. We are a b o u t to hit
peak season and there is
plenty of m o n e y to be
m a d e . We are looking for
m a t u r e individuals with a
strong, charismatic, outgoing personality to m a k e
$35k+ per year in the
Beavercreek area. We
have b o t h full a n d parttime o p p o r t u n i t i e s available. Call now before all
positions are filled. Interested c a n d i d a t e s should
contact Joe at
614-291-5400 ext. 1113

Up to $ 5 0 0 per week or
m o r e part time preparing
mailings. Not sales or
telemarketing. No c n e r i ence required. Cat in
your schedule. Call 626294-3215
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a
nat'l leadership and hono r s organization is seeking
motivated & c o m m i t t e d
s t u d e n t s to begin a chapter on c a m p u s . 3.0 GPA
required. Contact:
infoasalhonors.org.

SOPVlCDS
Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancy
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com
Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adoptions. Choose and meet
adoptive parents. Services
are free to birth p a r e n t s
1 800-643-3356
Therapeutic massage.
20% s t u d e n t discount.
House calls if condition
neccesitates. KRISTIN
MARKL1NG, LMT. Office
located in Yellow Springs.
830 Xnia Ave., 3rd floor.
(937)626-2645
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For Sale
2 3 8 5 Fieldstone C o n d o
$104,900. Buy a Wright
State C o n d o and lease it
o u r IO your college aged
child and their friends! 3
Bedrooms, 2 baths, family
room w / fireplace, 2 car
garage, new roof, appliances and m u c h more! A
must see! Call Tony Harker
at RE/MAX Resources 4272 5 2 5 ext 121. www.tharker.com 1 (800)770-9982
Code 11443.
1995 w h i t e GMC
SONOMA TRUCK. 4 cylinder, 5 s p e e d , AM/FM,
Stereo/Cassette, 6 disk
CD c h a n g e r , A / C & heat,
b e d l i n e r & c o v e r . S3500.
Call Mike at 231-8806.

Fw Rent
Walking distance to
WSU, 2 br OFF C a m p u s
Forest Lane. 937-879-5184

I

Fraternities - Sororities 1
Clubs - Student Groups
£ 8 ^ 51,000-52.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour turidraising event
Our programs make
fundraising easy with no
risks.

Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888)923-323® or visit
www.campusluntfraiser.com

www.mGBiPilMonline.coca
H£ARTLA*/D
BiVGO
Gann-s start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking (or something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights!
How about Bingo?
S30.000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants

$JLQ0 OFF Your Package With This Ad!
Expires 3-31-03 I
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College of Science and
IN FOR : MAT
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/
CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

2 1 7 Bio. SCIENCES

CHEMISTRY

2 2 9 OELMAN

C O S M DEAN'S OFFICE (FOR GENERAL INFO.)
"NEW GE AND MF."

1 0 6 OELMAN

ENVIPONMENTAL SCIENCES

064 BRJ HM LAB

GFOLOGICAL SCIENCES

2 6 0 BREHM LAB

MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

2 2 2 MATH & MICRO.

PHYSICS

2 4 2 FAWCETT

PSYCHOLOGY

3 3 5 FAWCETT

* Refreshments will b<_ served and raffle drawings held *

Exciting Programs
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P a f H s Ticket
Bring t o I n f o r m a t i o n a l Open H o m e o n
J a n u a r y 22, ICC)
Name
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& Facilities for You!

• Adapted Recreation
• Intramural Sports
• Outdoor Recreation
• Rec Fit
• Sport Clubs

•Student Union
Fitness Center
Pool
Gym
Billiards Room
Arcade
Rac/ Squash Courts

•Nutter Center
McLin Gym
Weight Room

For a complete schedule check out our webpage
www, wriqht edu/students/rec
Call us at 775-5815 or
come by the office in E009 Student Union
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